We investigate four different classification methods for document classification. Naive Bayes classifier, nearest neighbor classifier, decision tree classifier and subspace method were applied to seven-class Yahoo newsgroups individually and in combination. We studied three classifier combination approaches: simple voting, dynamic classifier selection, and adaptive classifier combination. Our experimental results indicate that naive Bayes classifier and the subspace method outperform the other two classification methods on our data sets. Combinations of multiple classifiers did not always improve classification accuracy. Among the three different combination approaches, the adaptive classifier combination method proposed here performed the best.
Introduction
The World Wide Web (W W W ) is a huge information gallery which is widely distributed and dynamic in nature. Documents on the Web contain rich textual information. However, the rapid growth of Internet has also made it increasingly difficult for users to locate the relevant information quickly on the Web. This has led to a great deal of interest in developing useful and efficient tools and software to assist users to search on the Web. Document retrieval, categorization, routing, and filtering systems (agents) are often based on text classification. A typical classification problem can be stated as follows: Given a set of labeled examples belonging to two or more classes (training data), classify a new test sample to a class with the highest similarity. Most Web agents, as we mentioned above, can be viewed as two-class classifiers which label a document as relevant or non-relevant. User feedbacks form a set of training examples with positive and negative labels. A document is presented to the user if it is classified into the relevant class. In document categorization, which is the topic of classification of USENET newsgroups [13] , we already have human indexed training data available. A classifier is used to automatically determine which newsgroup to post a new document.
A number of classification methods have been discussed in the literature for document classification. These include, naive Bayes classifier [1] , decision trees [7] , nearest neighbor classifier [13] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [4] , logistic regression [12] and neural networks [12] . Lewis et al. [7] compared their ProBayes method and a decision tree classifier (using IND package) on two data sets (Reuters newswire, and MUC-3) with different numbers of features. They showed that the maximum effectiveness was reached for both the algorithms when the term (feature) selection was based on collection frequency and mutual information.
In this paper, we use four different classification methods: naive Bayes classifier, nearest neighbor, decision tree, and subspace method for document classification. We study the classification methods on Yahoo news data where human indexed news items are available. Seven news categories (business, entertainment, health, international, politics, sports, and technology) are used in our experiments. Combinations of different classifiers by simple voting, adaptive classifier selection and our adaptive classifier combination approaches are also investigated.
Feature Representation
We adopt the commonly used "bag-of-word" document representation scheme (vector space model), in which we ignore the structure of a document and the order of words in the document. The feature vectors represent the words observed in the documents. The word-list in the training set consists of all the distinct words (terms) that appear in the training samples after removing the stop-words [2] (such as "the", "some", and "of") and the low frequency words (which only occur once in the training examples). Typically, there can be thousands of features in document classification. Given a document D, the value of each component of its feature vector could be either binary (to indicate whether the corresponding word appeared in the document) or an integer representing the number of times the corresponding word was observed.
Classification Algorithms
Naive Bayes classifier [9] has been successfully used in plain text classification [1] . The underlying assumption of the naive Bayes approach is that for a given class, the probabilities of words occurring in a document are independent of each other. When the size of the training set is small, the relative frequency estimates of probabilities will not be reasonable; if a word never appears in the given training data, its relative frequency estimate will be zero. Therefore, we use Bayesian estimation with uniform priors (also called M-estimate [9] ) to estimate the probabilities.
The nearest neighbor decision rule assigns the test document D to the class c j if the training pattern closest to D is from class c j . We use the T F I D F (T F is the term frequency in a document, and I D Fis the inverse document frequency) weighting scheme and use the cosine similarity [11] instead of Euclidean distance to measure the similarity of the two documents.
For our experiments, we chose the C5 decision tree package since it has many nice features. For example, adaptive boosting [3] is incorporated into the software. Subspace model [10] decomposes a given feature space into m sub-regions of lower dimensionality (subspaces),
where each region is a representative feature space for its corresponding pattern class c i ; i = 1; :::; m. A test document is classified based on a comparison of its compressed representation with that of different classes. We apply this approach to document classification as described in detail in [8] . For a new document D, the subspace decision rule classifies D to the class on whose subspace its term-vector T has the largest weighted projection in terms of the Euclidean vector norm. The weight for term j of the feature vector in class k, k j is defined as: k j = CL A S S FR E Q jk log 2 DOCFREQ j + 1 ;
where CL A S S FR E Q jk denotes the number of documents in which the term j occurred in c k , normalized by the number of documents in c k , and DOCFREQ j represents the number of documents to which term j is assigned, normalized by the size of the training samples.
Combination of Multiple Classifiers
A number of studies have shown that combining different classifiers can improve the performance of the classification results over individual classifiers [14, 6] . The basic idea of dynamic classifier selection (DCS) [14] is to choose the classifier which has the highest local accuracy in small regions of feature space surrounding a test sample. We investigated three different combination approaches: simple voting, DCS, and our own approach of adaptive classifier combination (ACC).
Given a test data, ACC classifies it to class c i , which is one of the classification results that has the highest local accuracy among all the classifiers. The outline of the ACC algorithm is as follows: 3. For each class c j 2 C, calculate Acc j loc = P n s=1 P k i=1 W i P s c j jx i 2 c j , where Pc j jx i 2 c j is obtained by using the "leave-one-out" method, and W i is the cosine similarity measure between pattern x i and D. 4 . Classify D to class c , where = argmaxAcc j loc .
Experimental Results
The data used in our experiments are the news items down-loaded from Yahoo newsgroup. We preprocess the HTML news items by (i) document parsing (removing headers and tags in the HTML files), and (ii) removing stopwords and low frequency words as mentioned earlier. We have used a total of 814 documents belonging to 7 different classes (Business (B), Entertainment (E), Health (H), International (I), Politics (P), Sports (S), and Technology (T)) for training and two different test data sets (news items at different time intervals; one has 680 documents and another has 621 documents)
Using the 814 training documents, we compared the four classification algorithms (naive Bayes classifier (N B ), nearest neighbor classifier (N N ), decision tree classifier (DT), and the subspace classifier (S S )) on our two test data sets. The experimental results (Table 1) show that all the four classification algorithms perform reasonably well; the naive Bayes approach performs the best on test data set1, and the subspace method outperforms all others on test data set2. Results of combinations of multiple classifiers using different combination approaches are summarized in Table 2 .
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We set k = 2 0 in our experiments. Note that for these two datasets, there was no significant improvement by using a combination of classifiers. Our opinion is that the performance of combinations of classifiers is data dependent. 
Conclusion and Discussion
We have applied four different classification methods to document classification individually and in combination. The seven-class Yahoo news items used in our experiments have a large overlap among various groups (e.g., out of a total of 2948 different words, there are 1096 common words between international and politics news categories, 744 out of 2468 words are in common between business and technology newsgroups), so this is a difficult classification problem. Our experimental results indicate that:
1. All the four classifiers perform reasonably well on our data sets. Weiss et al. [13] reported that the accuracy of human judgment for 10 USENET newsgroups is about 85. N Band S Sclassifiers work better than N Nand DT methods, but the performance of N B and S Sis data dependent. Most of the misclassifications are between international and politics categories, and between business and technology document classes which inherently have a large overlap. If we reduce the number of classes from 7 to 5 by combining international with politics, and business and technology newsgroups, the performance of all the four classification algorithms improves by an average of 7.
2. The simple S Smethod performs best on one test data set, and outperforms the N N and DT without dimensionality reduction. It works extremely well on the two most separable classes, health and sports, but not quite good for classes with large overlaps (e.g., between business and technology news groups).
3. Combinations of multiple classifiers do not always improve the classification accuracy. The adaptive classifier combination introduced here worked better than the simple voting and the dynamic classifier selection approaches on the two test data sets.
